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Ukraine On Fire

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Ukraine is an ancient and proud land, a borderland where East meets West. Its blue and yellow Bag

represents the sky and Celds of wheat, and its rich sought-after land has been used as a pathway —

during WWI and WWII — for Western powers as they attempted to conquer the East.

But, as noted in "Ukraine on Fire," a 2016 documentary produced by Oliver Stone, "every time,

Ukrainian people ended up paying the highest price for these grand games of power."  As a result,

Ukraine, being surrounded by greater powers on all sides, had to master the art of changing

sides.misse

Beginning in the middle of the 17th century, Ukrainian leader Bogdan Khmelnitskiy broke a truce

agreement with Poland and sided with more powerful Russia. Five decades later, during the

Russian-Sweden War, Ukrainian leader Ivan Mazepa broke the union with Russia and joined forces

with the Swedish invaders. Ukraine turned into a German protectorate in 1918, after Russia agreed

to the conditions of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk.

The fate of Ukraine was often written by third parties, and, the Clm notes, "The truth is, Ukraine has

never been a united country. When WWII broke out, a large part of Western Ukraine's population

welcomed the German soldiers as liberators from the recently-forced-upon-them Soviet rule and

openly collaborated with the Germans."

Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists Committed Genocide

While the full scale of collaboration wasn't revealed for many years, whole divisions and battalions

were formed by Ukrainian collaborators, and in the beginning of the war, more than 80,000 people

voluntarily enrolled in the Division "Galicia," which was notorious for extreme cruelty toward Jewish,

Polish and Russian people in the territory of Ukraine.

Many members of these military groups came from the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists

(OUN), which was founded in 1929 and had the ultimate goal of creating an ethnically pure,

independent Ukraine. Their obcial Bag was black and red — to represent land and blood. In 1940,

Stepan Bandera, who was anti-Semitic and anti-communist, became the leader of the most radical

section of OUN, and declared an independent Ukraine in 1941.

The act led his German allies to put him in prison for most of the war, but he still spread his

ideologies from behind bars. "Many independent historians estimate that the OUN militia

exterminated from 150,000 to 200,000 Jews on Ukrainian territory occupied by the Germans by the

end of 1941."

OUN eventually ended up Cghting equally against German and Soviet forces, but by 1943, USSR

forces pushed back German troops and began liberating Ukraine. Western Ukraine, which was held

by the Germans, was Cnally liberated in 1944, but Bandera's regime continued to carry out guerilla

warfare on Ukrainian villages until the 1950s.

In 1945, Germany submitted to the allies, and Ukraine remained a part of the Soviet Union, but the

peace was short-lived. The U.S. and Soviet Union, who were allies to defeat the Nazis, became foes

as the Cold War began, leaving the world under the constant threat of nuclear war for 45 years.

CIA Protected Ukrainian Nazi Leaders

U.S. intelligence agencies kept watch on Ukrainian nationalist organizations as a source of

counterintelligence against the Soviet Union. DeclassiCed CIA documents show close ties between

U.S. intelligence and Ukrainian nationalists since 1946.

After WWII, Bandera and other Ukrainian Nazi leaders Bed to Europe, and the CIA helped protect

them. The CIA later informed the Immigration and Naturalization Service that it had concealed

Bandera and other Ukrainians from the Soviets.

While the Nuremberg trials brought justice to the leaders of fascist Germany, "the Ukrainian Nazis

were spared the same fate, and some were even granted indulgences by the CIA."  According to the

Clm, "By 1951, the Agency [CIA] excused the illegal activities of OUN's security branch in the name

of Cold War necessity."  Then, in a controversial transfer, in 1954, Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev

gifted Crimea to Ukraine.

Ukraine Rocked by Multiple Revolutions

In 1989, Narodniy Rukh, or People's Movement, emerged, which advocated for independence of

Ukraine from USSR and became an incubator for leaders of Ukrainian neo-Nazism. One of them,

Oleh Tyahnybok, founded the radical group Svoboda in 1991, which preached the ideals of Bandera.

Additional groups followed.

Also in 1991, the collapse of the Soviet Union meant that it was the Crst time in modern history that

Ukraine was truly independent. New businesses emerged as a result of the newly free economy.

Oligarchs emerged seemingly overnight, creating a class system with a few rich elite and many

others struggling to survive.

Multiple revolutions followed, including the 2004 Orange Revolution, triggered by that year's

presidential election. Support for the two candidates — Viktor Yushchenko and Viktor Yanukovych

— split the country again, east against west. Yushchenko's wife, Kateryna Yushchenko, is a former

U.S. state department obcial who worked in the White House during the Reagan administration.

Yushchenko lost, but many didn't agree with it and charged fraud. Mass protests, with protestors

clad in Yushchenko's orange campaign color, occurred in order to overturn the results. The election

was annulled and Yushchenko won the next election — after recovering from a mysterious

poisoning illness, which is said to have been carried out by the Ukrainian State Security Service.

US Meddling Encouraged Coup D'Etat

Yushchenko wasn't elected to a second term, but he granted Bandera "Hero Status" upon his exit

from obce. Yanukovych became the next president, and he removed Bandera's Hero Status, but in

2013 the government announced it would suspend plans to sign an association agreement with the

European Union, favoring an offer from Russia instead.

Protests again resulted, becoming known as the Maidan Revolution. Days of peaceful protests

turned into violence, and U.S. meddling fanned the Bames, encouraging demonstrators to

overthrow Ukraine's democratically elected government. As noted by the CATO Institute:

"A decent respect for democratic institutions and procedures meant that he [Yanukovych]

ought to be able to serve out his lawful term as president, which would end in 2016 …

Neither the domestic opposition nor Washington and its European Union allies behaved in

that fashion.

Instead, Western leaders made it clear that they supported the efforts of demonstrators to

force Yanukovych to reverse course and approve the EU agreement or, if he would not do

so, to remove the president before his term expired.

Sen. John McCain (R‑AZ), the ranking Republican on the Senate Armed Services

Committee, went to Kiev to show solidarity with the Euromaidan activists. McCain dined

with opposition leaders, including members of the ultraright-wing Svoboda Party, and later

appeared on stage in Maidan Square during a mass rally. He stood shoulder to shoulder

with Svoboda leader Oleg Tyagnibok."

A leaked phone call, intercepted by Russian intelligence, between Victoria Nuland, the assistant

secretary of state for European and Eurasian Affairs, and U.S. ambassador to Ukraine Geoffey Pyatt

also openly discussed their plan for a new Ukraine government:

"The U.S‑favored candidates included Arseniy Yatsenyuk, the man who became prime

minister once Yanukovych was ousted from power. During the telephone call, Nuland stated

enthusiastically that "Yats is the guy" who would do the best job.

Nuland and Pyatt were engaged in such planning at a time when Yanukovych was still

Ukraine's lawful president. It was startling to have diplomatic representatives of a foreign

country — and a country that routinely touts the need to respect democratic processes and

the sovereignty of other nations — to be scheming about removing an elected government

and replacing it with o]cials meriting U.S. approval."

US Installed New Governor in Odessa

Days after Yanukovych was ousted from obce and Bed from Kyiv, additional controversy arose over

the Crimea referendum. Obcials stated that more than 95% of voters chose to join Russia, but the

U.S. painted it as a Russian invasion.  Then, on May 30, 2015, former Georgian president Mikheil

Saakashvili — "an old friend of the U.S." — was appointed to be governor of Ukraine's southern

Odessa.

"A quick look at his biography gives the idea that's he's been groomed for a special mission," the

Clm states.  Saakashvili had received a U.S. State Department scholarship and worked for a New

York law Crm. He was involved in the Rose Revolution in Georgia, which overthrew the legitimately

elected president.

Soon after, Georgia announced its intentions to join NATO and plant new military bases right on

Russia's border. Saakashvili was later accused of misuse of power, embezzlement and other

criminal charges, but he Bed to the U.S., where his friends in Washington found him another

assignment as governor of Odessa.

Shortly before, he gave up his citizenship to Georgia to become a Ukrainian citizen. Adding to the

anti-Russian rhetoric was the 2014 Malaysian Airlines jet crash, which was shot down by a

missile over Ukraine, killing 298 people.

The U.S. and Ukraine blamed Russia, leading to immediate sanctions against the country. But a

Russian report found a different conclusion — that the plane was shot down by a Ukraine missile.

According to the Clm:

"One would expect that these controversial results would again stir up public interest in the

investigation, but the tragedy of Malaysian ^ight MH17 had already played its role in the big

geopolitical game.

Therefore, it was soon forgotten. The goal was achieved. After the third wave of sanctions

hit Russia, the tensions between the two countries skyrocketed, so the question presents

itself, are we truly witnessing the beginning of Cold War 2.0, and if so, what are our

chances to survive it this time?"

2022: Doomsday Clock at 100 Seconds to Midnight

The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists introduced the Doomsday Clock in 1947. It represents a

countdown to global nuclear annihilation. During the height of the Cold War, it came its closest to

midnight — 2 minutes — then cooled, stretching to 17 minutes by 1991.

In 2015, around the time the Clm was released, increased instability had moved the clock back to 3

minutes to midnight, due to modernizations in global nuclear weapons and "outsized nuclear

weapons arsenals," with world leaders failing to "act with the speed or on the scale required to

protect citizens from potential catastrophe."  At the time, the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists read:

"The clock ticks now at just three minutes to midnight because international leaders are

failing to perform their most important duty — ensuring and preserving the health and

vitality of human civilization."

In an update released January 20, 2022, however, the Bulletin reported that the world is "at doom's

doorstep," with the clock moving to just 100 seconds to midnight:

"[T]he Clock remains the closest it has ever been to civilization-ending apocalypse because

the world remains stuck in an extremely dangerous moment. In 2019 we called it the new

abnormal, and it has unfortunately persisted … Leaders around the world must immediately

commit themselves to renewed cooperation in the many ways and venues available for

reducing existential risk.

Citizens of the world can and should organize to demand that their leaders do so — and

quickly. The doorstep of doom is no place to loiter … Without swift and focused action, truly

catastrophic events — events that could end civilization as we know it — are more likely.

When the Clock stands at 100 seconds to midnight, we are all threatened. The moment is

both perilous and unsustainable, and the time to act is now."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,848 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Ukraine has a history of extreme political and strategic divisions based on governments that embraced their leaders, the Nazi and

Russian veins fueling their extremist actions and historical connection with Russia, respectively. Leaked documents indicate the FBI

actually used dollars to fund a Ukrainian National Guard unit whose members are linked to neo-Nazi ideology and have ties to the

Charlottesville riots. The documents identify the “Azov Battalion” as the recipient of those funds, and also reveal extensive

coordination between US-based neo-Nazi groups and the Ukrainian National Guard unit.

en-volve.com/2022/03/11/leaked-fbi-docs-reveal-us-govt-funded-ukrainia..  to-destabilize-the-west-and-stoke-racial-tension/

(03/11/2022) Video: Mariupol: “Nicolay Knows”.

Civilians Denounce the Crimes of the Neo-Nazi Azov Regiment

www.globalresearch.ca/mariupol-civilians-denounce-crimes-Cghters-neo-..  (03/22/2022) The World Jewish Congress, an

international organization representing Jewish communities and organizations in 100 countries around the world, has written a letter

to the Ukrainian Orthodox Church expressing deep concern about the Church's involvement in neo-Nazi ceremonies in Ukraine.

www.globalresearch.ca/worlds-most-important-jewish-advocacy-group-horr..  (2014) PBS "published and promoted an interview with

a renowned neo-Nazi Ukrainian mayor, without disclosing the politician's allegiances to German World War II leader Adolf Hitler and

Ukraine's own Nazi sympathizer, Stepan Bandera," The National Pulse reported. “The interview comes just days after PBS published an

article downplaying links between neo-Nazi politicians and the current political situation in Ukraine,”

thenationalpulse.com/2022/03/04/pbs-hosts-neo-nazi-ukraine-major-blurs..  (04/03/2022)
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UKRAINE'S PROPAGANDA WAR: INTERNATIONAL PR FIRMS, DC LOBBYISTS AND CIA CUTOUTS

www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-propaganda-war-international-pr-Crms-dc..  (03/24/2022) Now in the midst of a war, Ukraine

has been working hard to be the Crst nation to implement virtually all of the key hallmarks of the WEF's Great Reset: digital

identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income (UBI), Chinese-style Social Scores. credit. The country is transferring

power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations.

rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)

Putin changes his strategy in Ukraine, the political and economic war with Europe is his main objective. Since the beginning of
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Ukraine on Fire: 2016 Documentary by Oliver Stone
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Ukraine’s rich land has historically been used as a pathway for Western powers as they attempted to conquer the East&

As a result, Ukraine, being surrounded by greater powers on all sides, had to master the art of changing sides&

The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), founded in 1929, had the ultimate goal of creating an ethnically pure, independent Ukraine&

U.S. intelligence agencies kept watch on Ukrainian nationalist organizations as a source of counterintelligence against the Soviet Union; declassiCed

CIA documents show close ties between U.S. intelligence and Ukrainian nationalists since 1946

&

U.S. meddling during the Maidan Revolution encouraged demonstrators to overthrow Ukraine’s democratically elected government&

A leaked phone call, intercepted by Russian intelligence, between Victoria Nuland, the assistant secretary of state for European and Eurasian Affairs,

and U.S. ambassador to Ukraine Geoffey Pyatt openly discussed their plan for a new Ukraine government
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Putin changes his strategy in Ukraine, the political and economic war with Europe is his main objective. Since the beginning of

the conBict on February 24, Russia has been unable to secure the capital, kyiv, and other major cities in Ukraine. Western

military obcials have said that in recent days, Russia's forces appear to be bogged down across the country. Russia's Defense

Ministry said Friday that it has completed the Crst phase of its "special military operation" in Ukraine and will now focus on the

eastern region. This indicates that Moscow's strategy could be changing due to military losses and a stalled campaign.

www.theepochtimes.com/russia-Crst-phase-of-war-over-military-will-now..  (03/25/2022)
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" Now in the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the Crst nation to implement virtually all of the key hallmarks

of the WEF's Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income (UBI), Chinese-style Social Scores.

credit. The country is transferring power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational

organizations." That sounds about right to me, Gui. As soon as the news came out that trudeau was holding onto his WEF

POWERS until 2025; I Cgured, that was about as much time as we have left!
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As always one should tune in to what is not being said. As we have seen with the Fauci Flu consistent, constant one message &

one message only surrounded by enforced Legacy Media backed by Tech Censor Police silence to any kinds of information

needed to make a proper decision. We are left with if we want your opinion, we will give it to you. Bandera's blurred out photo

reminds one of the Lenin photo in the Schwab clip the other day. Champions of Democracy & Freedom - for the WEF. A Crst step

to push its Death Feeding Machine to oppose Creation? If a virus isn't enough to create enough mind - thought numbing fear

how about the threat of Atomic War? When all the players are WEF trained how is all this even what most consider the usual

said reasons for war?
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With Biden and Putin known WEF puppets, we all know how the torrential obfuscation plays out after all the “dust” settles.
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USA fought on the wrong side in WW II. The Bolshevik, medical, agricultural, World Economic Forum totalitarian strains

consolidating a death grip over the world, are all funded by jewish bankers. Rothschild and his minions. After WW II, after the

only major world leader to violently oppose communism was defeated and forever smeared in lies (by the jewish media), 1/3rd

of the PLANET fell in to communist hands. Patton could have taken out Russia, Globalist Eisenhower (crypto jew) removed him,

and then Mossad killed him. The Azov Battalion has been funded by jewish money, funneled via the US, but they are not

NatSocs. They are nationalists, and much like Charlottesville (the whites were peaceful, until attacked by BLM and ANTIFA

(originally a jewish mob from Berlin, late 1920's), nationalists are used as props to introduce more draconian censorship.

The cops, just as they did with the 2020 BLM/ANTIFA riots, watched and handed the bricks. "Our Greatest Ally" is a charade,

they are freedom's worst nightmare. The "Judeo/Christian" agitprop, is hilarious, if you read The Talmud, which says Christ is

wallowing in burning excrement, in Hell!  The "Great Reset" will make jewish trillionaires in to multi-trillionaires, as normal

people lose everything. The populace is addle brained, psyop'ed, fat and fed denatured food, and dangerous jabs. I have to

admit, the scum running this campaign for 200 or so years, are merciless, but also quite adroit at it.
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Thanks Randy, Just, and moony for your interesting comments. The conBict raging in Ukraine may be causing widespread

devastation, but some observers caution that we should not lose sight of the fact that the country has also been implementing

many of the features of the WEF's Great Reset. Julian Schernthaner on the German news site Wochenblick published an article

entitled: "In the shadow of war: Ukraine as the great reboot laboratory of the global tech elite." The author points out that those

pushing for a radical restructuring of the world have long had their sights set on Ukraine. for digital networks, the metaverse

and transparent citizenship.

The hub is the digital identiCcation app known as "Diia," an acronym for "The Government and Me." Shortly after Zelensky took

obce, the country's Ministry of Digital Transformation (MDT) was formed and tasked with creating a government platform for

smartphones. Diia, as it is known, has more than 50 applications dedicated to online identiCcation, driver's licenses, student IDs,

COVID vaccination passports, commercial and insurance applications, and the management of social beneCts. During the

conBict, President Joe Biden signed an executive order calling for a federal study of cryptocurrencies and an urgent exploration

of a "new digital dollar."

The White House said there would be an "urgency in the research and development of a possible United States CBDC, should

the issuance be deemed to be in the national interest." Glenn Beck explained why we should all be scared: “They are going to

transition the US dollar into a digital currency, one that can be tracked, controlled, manipulated and designed for, in the words of

the White House, equal access to secure Cnancial services and affordable. It will control you and your life, just as it remakes all

of society."
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Furthermore, the global food shortage caused by the Russian invasion is playing into the hands of the globalists. As the Cght in

Europe's breadbasket leaves many countries with grain shortages and rising fertilizer prices hit farmers in the US and around

the world, the costs of producing food shoots are transmitted to consumers in the grocery store

rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022) Also InfoWars founder Alex Jones

warned that the ongoing conBict in Ukraine only serves to advance the so-called Great Reset advocated and desired by

globalists.

Jones added that the unprecedented sanctions imposed by the West on Russia are designed to force it to default. “Once you

have sanctions [at] that level, it forces you to default. Once that happens, it will absorb the rest of the major stock markets and

currencies around the world”, “This is exactly what Klaus Schwab, the United Nations and the globalists want because the

[International Monetary Fund] and the World Bank are [under] private banking families that own the Federal Reserve, the Bank of

England, and the Bank for International Settlements.

They are going to ask for a global Marshall Plan with the new global digital currency that is on all their phones, just like the

vaccine pass. The InfoWars founder also pointed out that the impoverishing effect of war works in favor of the globalists.

“Central banks love more money, we borrow more towards more global bankruptcies. The big globalist banks have unlimited

currency, [so] they are ready to lend [to] everyone again [and] leave you in a position of total bankruptcy in the future indebted to

them.” www.brighteon.com/f33f06c3-9fcb-44c4-9e15-507e50a72d3f
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The National Endowment of Democracy (NED), a CIA-backed front group for regime change abroad, is frantically erasing

evidence of its illicit activities in Ukraine. NED has greatly enriched the Ukrainian puppet government since it came to power.

They sent a total of $22,394,281 through 334 different prizes awarded to Ukraine between 2014 and the present, according to

an archived website that has now been scrubbed from the internet. In the midst of the conBict between Ukraine and Russia, the

IMF and its partners at the World Bank are once again covering Ukraine's coup government with a lot of cash.

They are preparing a $3 billion aid package for Ukraine to keep its government propped up as NATO expansion becomes a

possibility. Ukraine is one of the most corrupt governments in the world and Russia is not the aggressor in this conBict. The

globalists who set the stage for this war through many decades of covert intervention are to blame.

bigleaguepolitics.com/cia-front-group-hides-records-showing-tens-of-mi..  (07/03/2022)
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bschec7 "USA fought on the wrong side in WW II" ?...  I guess, now is the correct side, that is explains a lot 

👍

 

🤔

 but, did the US

actually Cght? it was sitting on the fence for a very long time while USSR did all the Cghting, and then, close to the end, decided

to join the winning side... and the USA does nothing without the "beneCt". Roosevelt was negotiating with Stalin to start a war

against the Japanese... only Moscow was using diplomacy with the Japanese who were about to sign the act of capitulation.

Truman could not allow it and 2 H bombs were tested on Japanese civilians... reference can be found now only in the library,

almost everything else on the net is has been rewritten to US liking. we all know to hom google belongs and the rest, that thinks

differently is simply not available, similar to Ukrainian democracy - one channel, no opposition
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@ Gui. All of your comments and the data provided are simply brilliant, as usual. Thank you
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Gui, thanks for the excellent information and links that are both of historical and contemporary value. There are many sides to a

coin. I will add one more. The Great Reset and take over by WEF players is not going to happen. You can think of my link as an

educational get-together on what we are currently living through. For the Crst time in our history we are in Devolution and

Government-in-exile. "Devolution is the military chain of command executing decisions within a pre-written battle plan while a

Government-in-exile is a civilian government displaced as a result of a invasion by a foreign power." Begin the link at 31:35 for

the information.  projectcamelotportal.com/2022/03/25/proof-we-have-a-gov-in-exile-under..
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"All wars are bankers' wars" There is a video by that name. Not as good as Stone's of course but more or less accurate. Russia &

China are breaking loose from the ties that bind created by the private banksters, Besides Ukraine there were other countries

that had established publicly held central banks that created interest free money for their countries & were even beginning to,

heaven forbid, trade in currencies other than the USD. Among that club were Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya the last to be raped &

pillaged or as Hillary said; "We came. We saw. He died". The "sanctions" imposed by the US & EU are enforced by banksters not

military. The Bank of International Settlements, SWIFT, IMF, World Bank and other Cnancial networks are not controlled by or

answerable to any government.

They are run by private banksters whose allegiance is only to themselves. The historical core of banksters' crime was drugs and

stil is somewhat. Remember the Opium Wars? China had recieved an retained much of the gold and silver from The Conquest.

European royalty needed luxuries to Baunt their wealth. Much of that was made in the far East. The Chinese and Moghuls

demanded gold and silver in payment. The brilliant bankster maCa exported opium from their farms in India to China. Once they

had an addicted clientele they demanded payment in gold & silver.

The emperor saw China being impoverished & banned opium. Good Queen Victoria responded with the Opiums Wars in which

the US participated. Opium was the basis of many US fortunes that then went into banking. Why work when you can steal in

your sleep? Among those great entrepeneurs were the Delanos as in FDR & Forbes as in John Forbes Kerry. The other drug that

the banksters made useful is oil. Again those that made a fortune in oil went into banking such as Rockefellers. See "How Big

Oil Conquered the World", at least as good as Stone's. There are other countries that still have publicly held central banks. Syria,

Cuba, Iran & N. Korea.
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GOD help us all because mankind will not.
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Some people may Cnd this article unbelievable, because people are brainwashed by media to believe a different story. But this movie

is excellent researched, made by Oliver Stone. Thanks dr Mercola for showing it. I have seen it before, and looked into this years ago

and know it is true. Even a BBC documentory conCrmed this story about Ukraine and the Maidan events. The BBC interviewed the

sniper who shot at the police at Maidan square, to provoke a response of the police shooting back. If you don't want to see the whole

movie, see at least the part at 47 minutes about Victoria Nuland, or better at 46 minutes to include Biden. Under Trump there was no

problem with Ukraine, but look since Biden is president Nuland is also back to cause trouble again.

Her husband is neocon zionist Robert Kagan, the one who pushed the most for a $ trillions expensive war against Iraq, to help Israel.

In that leaked phone call Nuland, who is Jewish, talk about who will become president in the future, (after the old president is

removed). She mention 3 candidates to choose from, all Jewish. After the coup Jewish oligarchs came to power in Ukraine, just like it

happened in Russia coup. * * WARNING ** Respect Jews in general. So NO negative comments please about Jews, you will hurt this

site.** I only mention Jews in this context to show connections.

 A Soros foundation trained Saakashvili, to overtake Georgia by a coup. As president Saakashvili started provoking Putin also, with the

help from military advisors and weapons from Israel. After Saakashvili had to Bee prosecution in Georgia he is made governor in

Ukraine. How odd. By Soros? Those "Facebook" revolutions in many countries always go hand in hand with Soros and tactics of US

funded Otpor. en.wikipedia.org/.../Otpor   See that section called "Revelation of U.S. involvement", Otpor leaders admitted US paid

them to export their tactics to other countries, like Ukraine, Georgia. We can use those tactics to Cght WEF.
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This 1998 article is interesting called: The Harvard Boys Do Russia. How the Russian economic “reform” Cnanced by billions of

dollars in U.S, enriched Soros and Oligarchs.  www.thenation.com/.../harvard-boys-do-russia  After Boris Jeltsin toke power in

Russia with the help of Soros, Chubais was appointed for economic reform, with the Clinton Administration support and its key

representative for economic assistance in Moscow, the Harvard Institute for International Development (H.I.I.D.).

Those H.I.I.D. obcials acquired virtual carte blanche over the U.S. economic aid program to Russia, with minimal oversight by

the government. With their close alliance with Chubais and his circle, they allegedly proCted on the side, to conduct business

activities for their own enrichment. Yet few Americans are aware of H.I.I.D.’s role in Russian privatization, and its suspected

misuse of US taxpayers’ funds. Also Soros proCted and those who became oligarchs overnight, mostly Jews.

Could that be because Chubais and Soros are Jews? For example, in 1995, in Chubais-organized insider auctions of prime

national properties, known as loans-for-shares, the Harvard Management Company (H.M.C.), and billionaire speculator George

Soros were the only foreign entities allowed to participate. H.M.C. and Soros became signiCcant shareholders in Novolipetsk,

Russia’s second-largest steel mill, and Sidanko Oil, whose reserves exceed those of Mobil. H.M.C. and Soros also invested in

Russia’s high-yielding, I.M.F.-subsidized domestic bond market.

In 1997 Soros purchase of 24% of Sviazinvest, the telecommunications giant. Shortly before this purchase Soros had tided over

Yeltsin’s government with a backdoor loan of hundreds of $ millions, while the government was awaiting proceeds of a

Eurobond issue. * * Please don't blame all Jews or their ethnicity, because of some bad Jews. There are many good Jews that I

love, respect and admire. So please NO negative comments on Jews * *
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Sure, Soros is probably number ONE criminal today. Forget Fauci, not even comparable to Soros. Bill gates ?
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Yes, Pete, George Soros can live freely in any democratic society, even in the United States, after deliberately working to

undermine and destroy such democracies I should tell you how much wealth and inBuence he really does have. Among the

many actions of his he had a signiCcant role in Cnancing the overthrow of the Ukrainian government in 2014 and the installation

of its current leader, a former comedy actor named Volodymyr Zelenskyy. As Bill Kloss's law blog pointed out: George Soros

acknowledged in an interview with CNN that he was an active contributor to the ouster of former Ukrainian President Viktor

Yanukovych in 2014.

“I created a foundation in Ukraine before it gained independence from Russia. The foundation has been going on ever since and

has played an important role today,” explains the Cnancier who established the International Renaissance Foundation, in

Ukraine, as part of the Open Society Foundations. Zelenskyy was secretly Cnanced by Soros and the Ukrainian oligarch Igor

Kolomoisky. His name appeared in the revelations made thanks to the Pandora Papers investigation, the world's largest

journalistic collaboration, involving more than 600 journalists, which unmasked the hidden owners of offshore companies,

secret bank accounts, private planes, yachts, mansions and precious works of art of a group of elite inBuential people of the

New World Order billkloss.law.blog/2022/02/27/soros-helped-known-actor-comedian-volody..  (02 /27/2022)

It should be remembered that both Russian President Vladimir Putin and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, along with

US President Joe Biden, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, French President Emmanuel Macron, Canadian Prime Minister

Justin Trudeau and New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Arden among others have spoken at the World Economic Forum about

Klaus Schwab.
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In 2019, globalist George Soros was named the second most inBuential Cgure in Ukraine according to a leading

Russian-language Ukrainian newspaper, Vesti. The newspaper publishes a list of the 100 most inBuential people in the country.

Financier Soros was second only to President Volodymyr Zelensky. Klaus Schwab, founder of the WEF, and George Soros, the

Hungarian-born billionaire behind the Open Society open-border globalist foundations, support Ukraine and its president,

Volodymyr Zelensky. Both controversial globalists promise to do everything possible to help the country in the Cght against

Vladimir Putin and 'Russian aggression'.

On Sunday, Schwab and World Economic Forum President Borge Brende wrote in a joint statement that they "deeply condemn

Russia's aggression against Ukraine" and "attacks and atrocities," Russian media reports. In February 2020, a few months before

the Great Reset meeting, Ukrainian President Zelensky called for “Western investors” during a speech at the World Economic

Forum to become “the stakeholders, the shareholders in the success of a new Ukraine.”

He also said that Ukraine was "a place where miracles come true."

rairfoundation.com/world-economic-forum-and-soros-rally-behind-ukraine..  (01/03/2022) Ukraine has been working hard to be

the Crst nation to implement virtually all the key hallmarks of the WEF Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports,

Universal Basic Income (UBI), Social Chinese-style credit scores. The country is transferring power from the citizens to the

State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations.

rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)
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Unfortunately, most people most likely will Cnd this all unbelievable as for most of the general public, when this heated up the

most common response would be Ukraine - where in Hell is that? If it isn't next to the nearest McDonald's, Taco Bell or Walmart

few know where most anyplace in the world is. With Amazon, their world grows ever smaller.
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Pete...Yes, The Jews are OK, it's the rabid Zionist neocon maCa that has grown to infest our government, Cnance, pharma,

media, Hollywood and etc. centers of power like Beas on a hound dog. They have played the Holocaust card way too often and

contaminated non-Jews who pledge their undying support of Israel even as Palestinians suffered incredible pain. Involvement

in 9/11, Iraq and the rest of Mideast "mowing the lawn" is more than obvious with total neocon support. Bush/Bama/Trump and

now Brandon have surrounded themselves with neocon appointees and advisors in a most unholy alliance. They dominate the

airwaves with their neurotic defensiveness and bellicose agendas. Will they actually drive this unnecessary war into nuclear

Armageddon?
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The long treacherous sticky web of US-Israel mutual aid is obvious for anyone to discover with a little research. Most US

citizens are not interested in learning the US went into Iraq after failing to catch Bin Laden in the Hindu Kush in 2001. The

primary motivator was that Israel wanted US to rid Iraq of Saddam Hussein who had contracted with a Canadian artillery mfg'er

to build a "supergun" to aim missiles at Israel fr. Iraq. Also GW Bush 41 was targeted for assassination by Hussein, so the

invasion was personal for GW Bush.

The Israeli Mossad had already assassinated the Canadian mfg'er of the supergun parts. Story here:

www.nytimes.com/1990/08/26/magazine/the-man-behind-iraq-s-supergun.htm..  Meanwhile, the US was still in Afghan where

"mission creep" set in. "Nation-building" became the mission, which became a disaster for the US taxpayer. My point in relating

these stories is that "cultural kin" relationships can easily get out of hand. They tend to escalate into much bigger conBicts.
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I think, by now, it should be very clear there are no longer “sides” to be taken and the sooner we all realize how successfully that

strategy has played at advancing the globalists agenda, the sooner we awaken to our mission on this planet.
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Thanks Gui, Steve, forbidden, CMT367 for your good contributions. * Not to overload people with information, I just want to

share this link of this amazing BBC tv doc. about the snipers that killled 3 policemen at Maidan square in Ukraine in 2014, after

which the police shot at the protesters, thinking they Cred the shots youtu.be/mJhJ6hks0Jg&t=225s  

~~*~~ I like to zoom to GUI last sentence above as it is vital important to understand. He writes: "The country is transferring

power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations." *  I agree, laws have

been adjusted all over the world, as part of UN agenda 21/2030 to transfer power to the state and then to the UN, using treaties

like NAFTA, Climate changes agreement, UN Migration Pact, WHO pandemic treaty. All countries have to follow the UN (and

WHO) directives. All this to create a New World Order (NWO) by 2030, and WEF tries to hijack those agenda's for their own

hidden agenda', as they want to be in control of this NWO to proCt from it. As Soros is co-founder of WEF and Schwab appointed

by Kissinger, then nothing good will come from it. The whole world will be their playground as Ukraine is today, and we will be

enslaved.

~~*~~ About rhe WHO pandemic treaty: a backdoor to global governance. Countries already have agree to this, but now a

worser update is discussed. The WCH is a coalition of scientists, doctors, lawyers, and civil society advocacy organizations,

opposes the WHO’s moves to implement a power grab in the form of a global pandemic agreement. WCH writes: "The proposed

WHO agreement is unnecessary, and a threat to sovereignty rights. It increases the WHO’s suffocating power to declare

unjustiCed pandemics, impose dehumanizing lock-downs and forced vaccinations, and enforce expensive, unsafe, and

ineffective treatments against the will of the people." worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../45591
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Yes moony77. And the only way for the average citizen to stop being manipulated and controlled is to collectively starve the

beast by withholding taxes that they pay which is used to manipulate and control, as much as possible. There are many millions

more of us than them and not enough prisons to hold us all.
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To Burnz1 * You are mistaking in your false assumptions, and you have been media fooled and now you try to fool others in the

same way.  I am not a fan of Trump at all, as I live in Europe, so I don't take sides in US politics, as it also makes no difference

which party comes to power in the US. Also I am not a fan of Putin and neocons as they are criminals. Neocons claim to

promoting democracy around the world, using military force. That is a contradiction. They should be called Neo-con-artists, as

they try to fool others. I'm a big fan of Dr. Zev Zelenko, I admire him for speaking out the truth, exposing evil, saving lives,

Cghting for our freedom and for our health. Of course I'm also a big fan of dr Mercola for the same reasons.
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There are a lot of swing characters jocking for power and trading alliances. Keeping to the basics of democracy is the safest

way. The current administration is not doing that and demonstrations / protest like the freedom truckers in DC and the protest

by FLCCC in LA this weekend are important to get back on track. What is the least evil independent weak democratic Ukraine or

Soviet totalitarian Ukraine. We probably lean to the independent Ukraine. If that is the case what should the US be doing to help

that happen. The bigger goal is to change Russia in its failure to overtake Ukraine.
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The one-sided reporting of the conBict by msm is dibcult to take. They have no respect for their viewers if they refuse to

provide all information and context which would allow people to form their own assessments. A clear- headed view on the NWO

lies is provided here from a ukcolumn journalist rumble.com/vwdx9b-a-reality-check-on-the-nwo-lies-about-russia-vs-ukra..
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It's all very simple. The Obama-Biden regime arrogantly violated international law by overthrowing, with great violence, the legitimate,

democratically elected Ukraine government. Nuland and Pyatt installed a hand-picked, neo-Nazi junta hostile to Russia, which

promptly launched a US genocide-by-proxy and ethnic cleansing campaign in the Donbas, resulting in 15,000 persons killed over 8

years of Hell for local residents. They were killed with Cghter jets, tanks, white phosphorus, cluster bombs, medium-range ballistic

missiles like Totvchka-U, and overt Nazi battalions like AZOV, Dnipro 1 and 2, Right Sector, etc.

The mass murder, death toll included some 300 children. Are Obama-Biden anything but international war criminals? Did they not

sponsor moderate rebels in Syria aka ISIS? Where were the leftist humanists and the mass media who care so much for Ukraine ,

today? Such information is delicately covered in the article but let's call a spade a spade. Obama-Biden lost Crimea, the Donbas, and

now, all of Ukraine from the US orbit. A better day for Ukraine without fascism is now in sight for all Ukrainians except those

brainwashed by a brain-dead US president and media Organs that tout the Democratic Party Line.
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far right wing conspiracy spew. NO Facts!
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burnz1, I think the man just gave you facts!
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Ambassador777 - Thanks for your summary. Its not easy to Cnd all this information in 1 video or 1 interview, I stumbled across

the Dombas "problem" and the 14,000 or 15,000 dead Russians over an 8-year timespan, who had been living in that eastern

area. Just like Covid-19, you gotta seek out pieces here and there, as mainstream corporate media is Bat out lying or rewriting

the history of Ukraine. They are/were inCltrated by neo-naz*'s int heir army by 1995, and ethnic cleansing is certainly in their

vocabulary. Reiner Fuellmich/Viviane Fischer have a recent Corona Committee interview with a Croatian hedge fund manager

who reviews more of these "missing" details.
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So after doing further research it this a few weeks ago, it looks like Putin may actually been in touch with Trump and he's executing

attacks on Ukraine to drive out the *** that have been embedded in there, not because he wants to take over Ukraine but because as

was reported even in the main news he said he's driving out ***. It's also come out that all kinds of weapons factories that were hidden

have been located in Ukraine, including biological weapons manufacturing labs, some of the poison vaccine labs and the child

trabcking pedophile networks have been going through Ukraine as well. Putin is doing what Trump started and helping to Cnish it

which is why they've been in touch with each other.

I do recall that when Trump was in obce there were numerous reports of Putin helping to get rid of the pedophile networks in Russia

which somewhat surprised me at the time so apparently he's following up with that now that Biden is in obce and everyone knows

that Biden has ties very strongly to Ukraine & so him and NATO, which broke it's original 1991 agreements against non expansion, are

trying to stop Russia.  He is doing this because also the president of Ukraine is part of the cabal and the *** and they have been

oppressing the Ukrainian people for many years.

This is why I've seen videos on tiktok of the Ukrainian people being very nice to the Russian troops and even giving them food and

water and other videos showing the Ukrainian people hugging the Russian troops as their liberators because they have been

oppressed by the corrupt government which is tied into the synagogue of Satan networks.  So Putin is doing this to get the Ukrainian

people out from under this network which is also trying to bring Ukraine over into the West when apparently most ukrainians actually

want to go back to being part of Russia, just not the old Soviet Union version of it but the new Russia that has been created under

Putin.
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Take a look at this article for more on this. As mentioned there are also many TikTok videos of people in Ukraine feeding,

housing and helping the Russian troops.  beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/03/trump-is-working-with-putin-xi-to-d..  This

further breakdown by patriot Cghter Scott McKay also add additional very good information.

 rumble.com/vw49cw-2.28.22-scott-mckay-on-the-tipping-point-on-revoluti..
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Yep, exactly why both Putin & Trump are so demonized. Putin isn’t a dictator attacking a democracy; he’s taking out a NWO

installed, brutal crime syndicate.  mistermicawber.substack.com/p/engineering-selective-outrage-about?r=11..   This was

planned long ago.
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PUTIN AND TRUMP ARE NWO, WEF PUPPETS, ALONG WITH BIDEN, ET AL!
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Richjedi - you might want to watch this video w more background to current day events: (I know, its a cat narrator) however,

content seems better than most I have seen: "Ukraine ConBict: Biolabs - They're Just Research Facilities!" -

www.bitchute.com/.../3vkei5dKfN5O  - plus a wry sense of humor may help! Its about 20 minutes. Total is 15 or 16 bio-labs,

some left over from USSR days, left behind when Russia was formed. Several appear far newer. And forgot, the Ukrainian govt

has been lobbing shells for 8 years, killing Russians living in the Donbas region in their east - because they did not want to go

along with Ukrainian plans.
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Exactly, moony77. No one in power or authority cares about you and me. There is not a Moses or Noah among them. They all

have their own agenda, but it doesn't include our salvation.
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DeCnitely need to rid the world of this baby eating satanic cult
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Burnz1 the moderator changes the word to ***
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Yeah, Burnz .... *** is too distinctive & exposing, so it's 'disappeared'; VERBOTEN. On the list of forbidden words. You determine

which 'light' and which 'power' does that.
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Wake Up Oliver Stone, Putin was groomed by the World Economic Forum Putin’s special appearance with Klaus Schwab at Global

World Economic Forum WEF – Nwo Report nworeport.me/.../putins-special-appearance-with...  Oliver Stone shows Putin talking about

democracy and that the people in a democracy exercise their voice and power by voting. This democratic process was subverted in in

the puppet government in the Ukraine. True; but there was never a true democracy in Russia.; Putin destroyed any opposition to his

power. We cannot believe that he has in been power so long because of democracy reigning in Russia.

Oliver Stone does not understand the game is to have constant conBicts and enemies so that the people cannot see the totalitarian

road they are going down. Both Putin and Zelensky are members of the World Economic Forum.  Ukraine's 

🇺🇦

✡ President Volodymyr
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road they are going down. Both Putin and Zelensky are members of the World Economic Forum.  Ukraine's 

🇺🇦

✡ President Volodymyr

Zelensky speaking at WEF 2020: – YouTube https://youtu.be/_BkTfW67XyQ  Volodymyr Zelensky, President of Ukraine: Special

Address | DAVOS 2020 – YouTube https://youtu.be/sJ9iHTuYnbc  Obama Admitted to Installing Ukraine President, WEF Globalist Shill

– YouTube https://youtu.be/3rQpvLUM-bw
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Yes, we may recall that The Russian Communist/Socialist State was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in

many forms, throughout countries around the world. Under the false guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better

world for all, the socialist goal was, as usual, control from the top down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely

lacked would eventually produce the Cold War. That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat

to Europe, which justiCed the rise of the European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert

agenda of Socialist Globalism.

As reported by Dr. Mercola, the WEF-backed Cyber Polygon simulations were organized by BI-ZONE, a group associated with the

Russian central bank. � Klaus Schwab included Vladimir Putin among the Young Global Leaders on multiple occasions. The

director of Sberbank, Russia's central bank, is a trustee of the WEF. While Russia is routinely threatened by the US and NATO, the

Russian Federation is a partner in this WEF initiative, which is largely dominated by Wall Street and the Western Cnancial

establishment. The war in Ukraine is causing a devastating collapse of the supply chain for food products, natural gas and

fertilizers.

The West Cred the Crst weapon of mass destruction by disconnecting Russia's banks from the SWIFT Cnancial system while

looting all of Russia's foreign exchange reserves held by the central banks of other nations. Beck and co-author Justin Haskins

have published a book outlining their opposition to what they call "the movement that could Cnally put out the Bame of freedom

in America." rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)

www.deseret.com/2022/3/11/22971239/how-russias-invasion-of-ukraine-has..  (03/11/2022).
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In the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the Crst nation to implement virtually all the key hallmarks of the

World Economic Forum's (WEF) Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income (UBI), Social

Chinese-style credit scores that are combined into your already operational Diia app. The country is transferring power from the

citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations. Read the following article: "In the

shadow of war: Ukraine as the great reboot laboratory of the global tech elite" by Julian Schernthaner on the German news site

Wochenblick for more information...

WARNING: UKRAINE IS THE GREAT RESET LABORATORY OF THE GLOBAL TECH ELITE

rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022) The Ukrainian government launched in

2020 Diia, a digital application that combines identity card, passport, license, vaccination record, records, insurance, health

reimbursement and social beneCts. That was before the Russian invasion of Ukraine on February 24. Now, it appears that the

Ukrainian government is expanding Diia, illustrating how digital applications can be used during war.

In Ukrainian, the word "Diia" means "action", but it is also an acronym in that language that means "The State and I". Other

services available through the Diia app include digital signatures, business registration, the "Diia City" virtual residence program

for businesses to virtually locate in Ukraine, and special services for internally displaced people. The Diia brand and project are

they largely attribute to Fedorov, who remains Ukraine's digital minister as the conBict with Russia continues.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ukraine-government-converting-digi..  (03/22/2022)
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While it is wise to be suspicious of anyone associated with the WEF, just because a politician associated or associates with the

WEF does not necessarily mean that the WEF is their master. For example, while Trudeau quotes verbatim from the WEF

playbook and legislates according to the WEF agenda, Tulsi Gabbard (who was also a WEF young global leader) does not appear

to be compromised. Whether Putin is compromised is complex and not clear. In some ways he seemingly acts against the WEF

agenda (for example his efforts against a unipolar world order), while in other ways he seems to further the WEF agenda (e.g.,

his speaking out and support at WEF conferences for technology that can be used for surveillance and control). It could be that

he is controlled opposition, or it could be that he participates for intelligence gathering purposes.

It may turn out to be that Putin is some sort of controlled opposition, but presently there isn't evidence to support that. He has

acted consistently to promote Russia's economic and security interests, and in Syria and elsewhere has opposed the globalist

agenda.  I also respectfully disagree with your assessment of Oliver Stone's "Ukraine on Fire.". This short documentary was

made in 2016 and focused on the Maidan Revolution. The documentary was (and still is) way ahead of the information curve,

and shouldn't be disparaged because new information has come out since then that wasn't reported in the documentary.
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Well said AND6079. The WEF tries to lure everybody of inBuence in and brainwash them as hackable animals. So they also

invite Tulsi Gabbard, president Xi of China, and Putin. So the can brag about it to lure others leaders in, a scam, but it doesn't

mean they control them. Of course many may disagree WEF agenda, but only go to Davos to meet other World leaders. So that

doesn't mean they go along with WEF2030 agenda, controlling the World. Putin knows Crst hand, more than any other leaders,

about how Soros and his oligarchs in Russia (and Ukraine) took power in his country. He knows their dirty secrets, like their

corruption with the drunk Boris Jeltsin, and how they plundered Russia, as he was part of their inner circle, doing dirty jobs for

them.

So Soros cannot fool Putin. After Putin became president, with help from ex-KGB friends, he broke their power. Some oligarchs

had to Bee to London and Israel, others went to jail, when they try to Cght Putin to gain state control. The foundations of Soros

were closed in Russia as they tried to gain control over Russia again. As Soros founded the WEF with Schwab, Putin will be not

that close to WEF as it may look. They cannot scam him, because he know Soros tricks. And now the WEF removed Putin and

Tulsi from their website. Tulsi is a smart women, and independent thinker, who often told the truth about US politics, like Iraq

war, so I admire her. She should be president of the US.
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Putin, the WEF and Klaus Schwab and the BestWestEver: PUTIN is acting according to **The Art of War**: KNOW THY ENEMY

(SUN TZU)
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@wwooten Do not spread lies, please. This is not a junk forum, as many other social media places. Zelinsky was elected long

after Obama left obce. Obama's statement regardeding brokered regime change refers to Arseniy Yatsenyuk, the man who

became prime minister after Yanukovych was ousted from power by the Maidan revolution - a USA backed coup .
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@Erena5 - actually, it is a junk forum - I haven't seen more nonsense anywhere else. Putin killed, poisoned, and imprisoned all of

his opposition. He is a dictator. His lavish lifestyle is beyond imagination. Citizens have no freedom - they get thrown in jail just

for being on the street in the vicinity of protests. Forced vaccination, passports, and now facial recognition at subway station is

implemented (google it). Russian troops in Ukraine are killing civilians, raping, and looting. And he is your savior? You are all just

a bunch of foil-hat loonies!
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the Ukraine is either a vaccine as it has dissolved all interest in the virus or possibly the Ukraine is a new variant like Delta and

Omicron - the Ukraine might be more virulent than Covid - with all those ethnically cleansed authoritarians Cghting to impose RACIAL

PURITY - is this the novel disease that Falsie and the Snake have been predicting ?? - what the world must beware of is the Ukrainian

syndrome which is a type of sepsis that invades the TV viewers lack of mind causing major damage and further collapse of the social

order
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Yes Stan, the situation now is even scarier: InfoWars founder Alex Jones has warned that the ongoing conBict in Ukraine only

serves to advance the so-called Great Reset advocated and desired by globalists. Putin does not seem to back down, he is not

losing the war. He has been holding back to give them a chance to negotiate, because if he can no longer handle the losses of

sending his troops in and then he has nothing to lose. Both President Putin and President Zelensky of Ukraine spoke at the

Schwab World Economic Forum, as did New Zealand's Biden, Johnson, Macron, Trudeau and Arden, among many others.

Wrecking the global economy is an essential step on the road to the Great Reset.

The rhetoric coming out of Washington and London certainly suggests that both Biden and Johnson are desperate to escalate

the situation, cause more terror, drive up energy prices and terrorize everyone. It is hard to shake the feeling that Schwab is

behind the scenes pulling the strings and if, following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the West decides to intervene militarily, it will

be because the plotters want it to happen and see it as a way to further damage the global economy and cause a few million

deaths. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/28/war-needed-to-enforce-the-great-reset/  (02/28/2022)

www.brighteon.com/f33f06c3-9fcb-44c4-9e15-507e50a72d3f
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This one is important! Stan, Gui and everyone, this is beyond Ukraine and may touch most of the EU and possibly China. After

Gui's last link, found Alex Jones on InfoWars interviewing Martin Armstrong of "Ask Socrates" 3 (?) days ago, about what he

sees as happening now in Russia, in Ukraine, and what he sees as the future (hint: its not going the way Klaus Schwab and

others planned). - - - - - - - - - - - Here's one link: Zelensky Threatens “World War 3” If NATO Fails to Attack Russia & Start Nuclear

War - www.bitchute.com/.../v1snXBr9lkWe  

- - - - - - - And here's another link same video: "Leading Economist Warns Nuclear War is Part 2 of The Great Reset" -

www.brighteon.com/7ea59aa1-2016-4ea6-b469-6b29fac440ee  - - - - - - - - what Martin Armstrong sees ahead is near the end

of the interview. - - - - - Ooops, the bitchute link has been shortened, the brighteon version is complete. - - - - - - - -  Watched 2x

to hear the predictions. Here's the full show from March 21, the Martin Armstrong segment starts at about 1.32 minutes and

runs til 2.05 or so. "Zelensky Threatens “World War 3” If NATO Fails to Attack Russia & Start Nuclear War – FULL SHOW

3/21/22" - - odysee.com/.../21Mar22:7
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Biden Warns of Food Shortages in Wake of Russia–Ukraine War: ‘It’s Going to Be Real’

news.yahoo.com/biden-warns-food-shortages-wake-011511879.html?msclkid=..  “While we’re not expecting a food shortage here at

home, we do anticipate that higher energy, fertilizer, wheat, and corn prices could impact the price of growing and purchasing critical . .

. food supplies for countries around the world,” Psaki told reporters. There is a great disconnect when we are told there higher energy

and fertilizer costs, and higher wheat and corn prices, but not to be concerned because only other countries will be affected—not the

US.

Does Psaki really believe the US exists isolated from global markets?! Those in the present administration appear to have little

understanding of basic economics and the Law of Supply and Demand. Lies and more lies.  I predict that Biden (and Harris?) is on his

way out. What happens after Hunter is indicted with Joe obviously involved? I cannot say when or where, but I recognize that he has

become too great a liability to his party to be allowed to continue.

Perhaps it was even planned this way and he has already served his purpose? What comes next? If Kamela is sworn in as the next

president will the new VP chosen, be Hillary or Buttegieg? Or, if both Biden and Harris are expelled by one means of or another, could it

be both Hillary and Buttegieg? Or, possibly be Schumer and Pelosi? Such a scenario is not totally new, but might be interpreted in

different ways.

Any which way, I do not like the line of succession. Things have already gone kitty wampus. Instability and chaos will only continue to

increase. This is inevitable as certain events have already been set in motion. Like a speeding train heading over the edge of a cliff,

Crst you must be able to slow it down, before you can stop it, and put it in reverse. You do not want to go along for the ride. It is not a

good time to look to govt to take care of you.
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Yes, Almond, the political and economic war is a consistent part of the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. The Crst Great Economic

War' of the century the whole world is going to suffer. The World Economic Forum, which co-sponsored Event 201, the corona

pandemic tabletop simulation together with John Hopkins and the Gates Foundation in October 2019, participated in another

strategic exercise titled Concept 2021. The latter is described as a: “ International Capacity Building Initiative Aimed at

Increasing Global Cyber Resilience” What they describe is a scenario of economic and social chaos involving the disruption of

communications systems, the Internet, Cnancial and monetary transactions (including SWIFT), the power grid, global

transportation, commodity trading, etc., as well as possible "geopolitical dislocations".

The European Union has barred seven Russian banks from the SWIFT messaging system that support global transactions, as

part of its sanctions over the Russian invasion. a heavy blow to the country's Cnances and trade by hindering its oil and gas

exports, among other damages. But this decision could also harm Western companies doing business with Russia and even

weaken the international Cnancial system based on the dollar standard.

Russia, for its part, calls the unprecedented Western sanctions "economic warfare." President Vladimir Putin's United Russia

Party has called for criminal liability for those responsible for the companies that are obeying the sanctions. The Russian

government has also drawn up a list of products whose export from Russia will be prohibited until the end of this year. These

are 200 items, including vehicles, railway locomotives and medical equipment. Moscow is also planning to impose new export

bans on wheat, sugar and corn.
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The economic cost of a major military offensive can easily get out of hand when the war extends beyond original calculations.

Although it is impossible to know what Vladimir Putin had in mind when he decided to invade Ukraine on February 24, one of the

hypotheses that is repeated among experts is that the Kremlin was betting on a quick military operation. The main brands and

companies have left the country, the largest funds divest, the ruble is sunk and Moscow has imposed a corralito on the dollars

that can be withdrawn from the ATM. Russian banks have been disconnected from the payment system, the country's reserves

abroad have been frozen, and the properties of millionaires who support Putin's authoritarian regime are being persecuted. This

economic war will pass an economic bill to the whole world.

Ukraine attracts the United States: the Crst is to get to the Russian border with a military base of force. A study presented a few

days before Russia attacked the Crst Ukrainian targets, on February 24, estimated that the Eastern European country could have

some 500,000 tons of lithium oxide in different forms. Burisma Holding is the most important natural gas exploitation company

and it is important to take control of it. In this regard, the son of Vice President Joe Biden has been appointed a member of the

board of directors of this Holding. www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 www.globalresearch.ca/when-the-cult-occupies-all-the-space-the-essenti..
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The energy crisis that Europe is experiencing has also accentuated the importance of Ukraine, since Russia is the continent's

main supplier of natural gas, accounting for 40% of its imports. This supply is carried out through gas pipelines that cross

Ukraine. Thanks to this, the Ukrainian State collects billions of euros in tolls, but this role subordinates the supply to the political

disputes between kyiv and Moscow. In order not to depend on its neighbor, the Kremlin is diversifying supply routes with new

gas pipelines such as Nord Stream 2 and TurkStream.

With these infrastructures, Russia would be able to supply Germany and Turkey, its two main clients, without crossing the

Ukrainian border. In the case of Nord Stream 2, Russia would succeed in isolating Ukraine, leaving it exposed with less

geopolitical relevance to Europe and without much of its bargaining power with the two sides. Ukraine is of strategic

importance to Russia with products from the aerospace industry. During the Soviet era, Ukraine was tasked with producing

missile parts and helicopter engines, and even today almost all Russian helicopters have their parts “made in Ukraine”.

Many experts believe that this monopoly could be one of the reasons why Moscow wants to keep kyiv in its sphere of inBuence.

"Cooperation with Ukraine in military technology is important for Russia," says Ukrainian economic consultant Boris Kushniruk.

Ukraine, after all, needs trade with Russia more than Russia needs Ukraine. kyiv cannot afford to turn down any source of

income, and dependence on Russian natural gas leaves it with little choice.
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Increased instability and chaos are the desired affects for ordinary people - Order Out of Chaos. We are in chaos & they march

down the middle of it all because most can't see & then they achieve their twisted schemes.
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Psaki has worded it to read "you may be paying more but there really is no need to stock up and be prepared." Pay no attention

to the coming shortages. Almond, do not stress about who the puppets on the stage are. The strings are being pulled as much

as possible now. If the faces change, the only thing that will change is the new puppets will be an even bigger distraction to the

reality of what is really happening.
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People have been stealing apples from their neighbors' trees for over 5000 years, yet there's not enough food to go around...
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lobos
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I have no dog in this Cght, but i Cnd it odd that the documentary, which includes almost every invasion over the centuries, omits the

genocide of millions of Ukrainians in 1932-33 by Stalin and his commie terror squads, which should prob make a lot a Ukrainians a bit

ticked at the Russians. This was a huge event and many survivors of this great atrocity are still alive. One could understand the

mind-set of those that survived, who, a few years later were now stuck between German Nazi and Russian Commie armies, would

decide to pick a team that did not previously wipe out their whole family.

 Stone has liberal biases, too, which enter in to the picture. Time will tell. Still sticking to the fact that the goal is to bring in the NWO, all

sides, regardless of what was made/said in 2016. Those calling the shots are experts at Game Theory and dividing people, govt's,

nations. Maybe there is some truth to what's going on, as there usually has to be a kernel of truth with manipulation, and the globalists

are being opportunists. It all seems too well orchestrated on the medias to me. Again, time will tell. JMHO, as always.
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rob3272
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That genocide is the Holodomor.  Family members who were still in Ukraine lost everything, including their lives.
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Randyfast
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The U.S. --- seems to be at the center of every evil in this world. I'm sure that Canada is also contributing; while managing to stay

under the radar. It's interesting, how I've been referring to "The New Normal" as "The New Abnormal", from the beginning. So; it looks

as though we're all going to become cyborgs, or die in a nuclear war - or both. One thing for sure; as I've expressed many times -

society as we knew it, is gone; and it's never coming back! When the zombie masses believe that this society is as it should be; when

they're all walking around in their paranoid delusion with their oxygen depleting, useless and idiotic masks covering their face,

everywhere they go; how can any intelligent person believe that we, as a society/species, will ever recover from this insanity?! I'm

hoping and praying that the good doctors, scientists and lawyers, working to turn this Covid Conspiracy around, thereby ending the

"vaccine" passports and possibly stopping the digital I.D. -- and digital economy; but I'm deCnitely not holding my breath.
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Guillermou
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randy. The Wuhan coronavirus pandemic has achieved its intended purposes of killing millions of people and wrecking the

economies of countries around the world. People have to remember that part of the globalist agenda is population control, and

that is one of the purposes of everything that is happening in the world right now. Wrecking the global economy is an important

step on the road to the Great Reset with the talk from Washington and London deCnitely implying that both Biden and Johnson

are determined to aggravate the situation by causing more terror, raising energy prices and terrorizing even more to the people.

The Great Reset is already upon us and the powers that be are trying to get it out now.

What was once considered a conspiracy theory is now crystal clear to all. Global economic, political, academic, and media elites

around the world have taken advantage of the turmoil and freedom restrictions of the COVID-19 lockdowns and used them to

fundamentally change society around the world. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/28/war-needed-to-enforce-the-great-reset/  

(02/28/2022) Both President Putin and President Zelensky of Ukraine spoke at the Schwab World Economic Forum, as did New

Zealand's Biden, Johnson, Macron, Trudeau and Arden, among many others. Wrecking the global economy is an essential step

on the road to the Great Reset.

The rhetoric coming out of Washington and London certainly suggests that both Biden and Johnson are desperate to escalate

the situation, cause more terror, drive up energy prices and terrorize everyone. It is hard to shake the feeling that Schwab is

behind the scenes pulling the strings and if, following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the West decides to intervene militarily, it will

be because the plotters want it to happen and see it as a way to further damage the global economy and cause a few million

deaths. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/28/war-needed-to-enforce-the-great-reset/   (02/28/2022)
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Randyfast
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Correct, Gui. It's The Great Reset/Build Back Better that we need to focus on now; noting the changes that are happening

(especially in the bio-digital realm) and just as important, understanding what the great reset is all about. Otherwise, we will be

blindsided and we will 'never see it coming'! Isn't it interesting and coincidental that the following document surfaced at the

same time as the covid psyops began! horizons.gc.ca/.../exploring-biodigital-convergence
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Horsea
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Add as Friend  Send Message

@Randy. You are right. Everyone is jabbering about wanting a return to "normal". Oh, please - when's the last time we were

anything even approaching "normal"? What's coming is an almighty cleansing - and we don't get to decide what form it will take:

"Man proposes; God disposes". We also can't predict what the reborn world will be. It will not be demonic, but neither will it

resemble the past in any great way.
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Randy and everyone, the cleansing has already started. See the Reiner Fuellmich/Viviane Fischer Corona Committee link I

posted under Bev. Here it is again: Here's a link to part 1 of their latest session 97 Open Secrets:

brandnewtube.com/watch/sca-session-97-open-secrets-part-i-mar-25-2022_..  - watch/listen
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Thanks for the link, Rreal. I always look forward to updates.
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DawnieR
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have not seen this docu, yet. But......'What's going on in The Ukraine'? What's been going on, has been going on for THOUSANDS of

years. People need to LEARN REAL HISTORY! Every HUMAN had better be cheering Russia on!! For it IS Russia that is HUMANITY'S

LAST HOPE; Russia is the only one left, standing between HUMANS and WORLD SLAVERY.  Russia is attempting to ERADICATE the

PURE EVIL, N.AZ.I, SATAN-worshiping, bane-of-HUMAN-existence, KHAZARIAN'S (aka Khazarian MaCa [KM]; aka NAME STEALERS).

They are called NAME STEALERS because 1000s of years ago, as they committed THEFT, RAPE and MURDER, across the Lands, they

TOOK ON 'being jewish', so the ACTUAL JEWS would get the blame, for the Khazarian's EVIL DOINGS.

In 'modern' times, they hide behind being (FAKE) jews so that when people call them out on their CRIMES/EVIL DOINGS, they can then

scream 'ANTI-SEMITISM' to SHUT YOU DOWN. The State of Israel was NOT created FOR ACTUAL JEWS!......it was created for the KM.

This is why the Govt of Israel are now sending arms to the N.AZ.IS in The Ukraine. George Soros (NOT a jew!) is a KHAZARIAN; as well

as the Rothschilds (head of the CENTRAL BANKS). Including, but not limited to....Central Banksters; MSM/HELLYwood; Big Pharma;

many in OUR government; and so on. THESE ARE NOT REAL JEWS! Ask any REAL JEW, and they will tell you (they DESPISE the KM!).

THE KHAZARIAN'S ARE NOT JEWS!! THE KM WORSHIP BAAL (aka SATAN)!
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I used to live in Kiev off and on from from 2004 to 2008. My apartment was off the Maidan. I was there during the Orange Revolution.

Nothing about that "revolution" was normal. To any sane observer is was obvious the the USA was funding it. Viktor Yushchenko was a

weak puppet of the USA.
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Everything is correct. But too little. The bloody Pogroms against Jewish Population were only in Ukraine, beginning in 17th century,

daily and continuously up until mid-1930s. The Ukrainian *** continued murdering Jews even after the end of WWII. Russia tried to

forget how Ukrainian nationalists collaborated with Hitler, but Ukraine insisted on continuation of their anti Russia politics and

propaganda, and collaboration with Washington as a player in the renews the Cold War. Now the ordinary peaceful people of Ukraine

are paying the heavy price unfortunately.
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Thank you for the opportunity to watch this documentary.
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Katzenjammer5
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If Russia's reserves can be seized by the NWO, how are they "reserves"? I think part of this operation is to manage a transition to a new

international monetary order; one that is not based on the US Cat (petro) dollar. Remember when Putin/Russia was punished in 2014

by being banned from the SWIFT system? This isn’t possible anymore because the BRICS countries created their own global payment

system. And BRICS account for 40% of the world's trade. Not coincidentally, these are also the countries that have very large gold

reserves. That is, REAL reserves.
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Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully, Biden et al will be prosecuted for Ukraine and the complete virus, shots, election fraud and machine tampering, etc. -- which

is the strongest reason for starting this nonsense with them. I won't hold my breath.
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They should have started the doculmentary from how Ukraine came out to be, I mean before the 1917 Revolutions and after, when it

became a republic. There is a piece of Hungary, a piece of Moldova, a piece of Poland, and South East of Ukraine is RUSSIAN

territories.  Zelensky wanted to get rid of everything "Soviet", well - be careful what yo wish for. Second, Crimea became Ukrainian after

1954. Why? no one knows, but Khrushchev vas an idiot, my guess, is he did not like the way borders were shaped, nevertheless, the

land still was part of the USSR...
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Good piece.... The people claiming to be “outraged” at the Ukrainian incursion may think they’re “standing with Ukraine.” But in fact

they’re standing with the DeepState’s brutal puppet government (and it’s relentless drive towards the NWO.)  They are “standing”

against the majority of the Ukrainian people. And they are standing against “democracy.”    Notice how deftly the shift in the narrative

was managed?   See here: mistermicawber.substack.com/p/engineering-selective-outrage-about?r=11..
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There are many unspeakable truths in that article, if one reads carefully with a discriminating eye. But only if one can escape their

lifelong Media brainwashing long enough to glean them from the text. Never before has so much evil and it's perpetrators been so

evident.
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Ronald_H
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A friend asked: "Quick question...What do you think of the situation in Ukraine?" The question may be quick, but the answer is

multifaceted and complex and has variables and unknowns. There are so many aspects of your question that answers would Cll a

book including long lists of possibilities. Most nations of the world are working for or are coerced to facilitate Luciferian global

governance except Russia is strongly resisting that which is good except they have their own ideas of communist control of people

and have no respect for individuality and particularly individual rights.

I have a lot more to say in the category of agendas and motives of a great many of multiple different groups, but you haven't speciCed

if that is your question as it is so broad in possible scope that it might also include military and economic strategies for which Russia

is doing poorly and so poorly that terms of surrender could very well be Ukraine demanding half of Russia including Moscow and total

disarmament of Russia.  Probably Russia won't accept such terms but would likely be better off if it did. There will be a lot of

devastation and harm will come to most of the world.

Even if just economic harm, there could be massive loss of wealth, mass starvations and massive depopulation which all might well be

part of the Luciferian globalist world depopulation schemes. There are good people on both sides among the populations who don't

want war yet are forced into it. The population of our United States of America is largely and willingly getting told how to think about

all of this by propaganda by Luciferian globalist owned media and with social media controls along with their willing emotionally

provocative dupes combined with intentionally useful idiot sorts. All isn't as it seems and the answer is far more complex than brieBy

presented here.
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From my perspective which is preparedness, we are about to face extreme preparedness challenges and harsh times to come.

This isn't as distant and unimaginable to others as it was for the years of people at work hearing it from me because now they

are saying that everything that I have warned about is developing. Since I saw the consequences that are developing coming

long in advance, my preparedness is reBective of that. For more detail, narrow your question to speciCc questions or discussion.

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I was recently asked the same question by a refugee. My reply was that the situation is very complex and there is more than one

aspect to it. Obviously, there are those who will not let any crisis go to waste and they are busy creating new crises. Also, I

would not be surprised if the CIA was involved in some of this. I told my friend that the situation is complex because the people

are not the same as their governments, the megalomaniacs or power mongers. It is no coincidence that so many things of our

systems are collapsing at once--food, medical, educational, economic, justice, etc. The way you impose a new order is to Crst

destroy the old. It will get much worse.

Just today, I talked with a friend who told me she believes these are only temporary problems. This is an example of denial.

Anyone who cannot see and admit what is happening is either in denial, not paying attention or is suicidal. When systems are

this "broken", they do not recover overnight. They start to fall like dominos. The Crst priority of any nation is to feed its people.

Only once they accomplish that, will they have the stability to create other stable systems. Presently, there is a shortage of

"good" seed, starter animals, feed, fertilizer, trucks and truckers, farm labor, food packaging/containers, farm equipment and

replacement parts, etc.

Achieving basic food security is complicated by obstacles in other systems... not enough new truckers being graduated from

trucking schools due to covid shut downs, wildCres that destroyed seed nurseries, factories not able to produce farm equipment

and parts, truckers not being able to haul loads of cheaper goods due to rising fuel prices... So much is interrelated and

dependent on other factors. Meanwhile, matters are complicated by stagBation and national security concerns. Take my advice

and stack food to the rafters. Be prepared to produce and replace what you use up. Your basic needs are shelter, water, food,

heat, medical, self-defense.
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I think you would beneCt by watching Scott Ritter's analysis of the Ukraine military situation. He was a marine in charge of

portions of the USA military tactics implemented in Iraqi Shield, the head of the UN Weapons Inspection team prior to Desert

Storm, and is a scholar on Russian military history and tactics. Russia could Batten Ukraine, but isn't doing so for reasons Ritter

eloquently explains. He has been interviewed by numerous reporters, and these interviews are available on YouTube, Bitchute,

etc.  In essence Ritter points out that Russia is Cghting a war of attrition to de-militarize and de-Nazisfy Ukraine. Russia is not in

Ukraine to occupy or conquer the nation. Areas in Ukraine controlled by Russian troops are predominately areas with large

Russians populations (in the Donbass region) that were shelled for 8 years by the Ukrainian Nazi Azov Battalion or occupied by

Ukranian *** (Mariupol and vicinity).

Insofar as possible Russia has not entered or conquered cities to avoid civilian casualties. Russian's and Ukranians are in many

respects the same people. A westerner who judges Russian military progress might assume Russia is losing because its

progress has stalled and it has not dominated Kiev or much of Ukraine. But Russia's stated objective was not regime change or

taking Ukraine. If you want to understand the war its important to understand the Russian perspective.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and6079, Thanks! Don't know if this is the interview you are referring to, but this is stunning....Scott Ritter: SCOTT RITTER: (

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE EXPERT ON UKRAINE CONFLICT ) www.bitchute.com/.../UMyQpUZOFRbL  - starting at about 1 hr in.

"Making a lot of sanctions, not making any difference".
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading Guillermou's comments and all thats available outside the main stream, it boils down to Ukranians and Russian soldiers are

dying; Ukranians are dying for a globalist agenda. There are people in power and in the shadows who are quite willing to manipulate

people to Cght--to die. This is so sick. Bourla and FDA etc. now have company of fellow psychopaths. If I had the power, they would all

be shot.
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shaydeegrove
Joined On 5/27/2021 1:33:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is what is really going on in Ukraine roloslavskiy.substack.com/p/the-great-russian-restoration-iii?s=r
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rob3272
Joined On 12/3/2016 9:48:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you not remember the Holodomor?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Bumble01, thank you for your insertion of .. rumble.com/vwdx9b-a-reality-check-on-the-nwo-lies-about-russia-vs-ukra. I understand

this....Many thanks. this A Reality Check on the NWO Lies About Russia vs Ukraine !!! Everyone, listen to this Vid... very important.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tapnewswire.com/2022/02/update-from-john-olooney-following-his-hospita..  This is John O'Looney in an interview and being honest

as he always is. He was ill before Christmas last year and he went to hospital and had dibculty trying to get out - took him 3 - 4 hours

to discharge himself. He's an undertaker/Funeral Director in the north of England.

principia-scientiCc.com/lawyer-arrested-for-proving-world-leaders-gen..   Lawyer Arrested For Proving World Leaders’ Genocidal Vax

Crimes Published on March 26, 2022 Written by dailyexpose.co.uk A French lawyer has been arrested for treason after helping Reiner

Fuellmich prove world leaders have committed crimes against humanity in the name of Covid-19
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears that Russia is in the wrong in its conBict with Ukraine, but the latter has clearly been a globalist puppet state, controlled in

particular by Soros, since 2014, and the Ukraine government installed then has had close and secret ties with American Obammunists,

both during the regime of The Marxist Muslim from Mombasa and in the past two years during the illegitimate criminal traitor regime

that stole the 2020 American presidential election. There is growing evidence that the "Covid" virus was developed by American

scientists at Moderna, and that some of it was invented and patented by Fraudci and Collins well before the 2019 plandemic; work on

that virus was apparently completed in secret American biological warfare facilities in Ukraine and then entrusted to the Chicoms to

weaponize and release.

This release led to the plandemic and permitted the lockdowns, which collapsed the American economy and when combined with

globalist-funded riots permitted the American election to be stolen, which in turn allowed the U.S. borders to be opened and the

country submerged in a tidal wave of Third World invasion that continues to this day. This was punch one and punch two is the

professional wrestling match between Russia and Ukraine that was orchestrated by Schwab, which is now precipitating hyperinBation

and shortly depression and eventually famine and widespread social disorder in America, which is punch three that will permit the

completion of oligarchical dictatorship, imposition of the communist-fascist Great Reset and completion of the Great Replacement

(Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan), by which the caucasoid population will be eliminated and the country repopulated with the huge mostly

mohammedan mass that is already here from the rainforests and the sand dunes.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve got one word that will pretty much sums up everything that’s going on in Ukraine and everywhere else:  JESUITS
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What US did to provoke Russia? rumble.com/vw1q27-us-is-always-the-baddie.html  Hypocrites condemn Putin for keeping US nukes

out of Ukraine but not Kennedy for keeping nukes out of Cuba. rumble.com/vy2as9-turmel-america-is-always-the-black-hat.html
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mir7973
Joined On 1/24/2018 8:42:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stalin and Hitler were allies. They signed a pact in 1939 that was dividing Europe: Finland, Poland, Baltics would go with Russia, the

rest - with Germany (pact Molotov-Ribbentrop). Hitler attacked Poland Sept. 1 1939; Stalin brought in tanks Sept. 17. Russians took a

lot of prisoners, and executed over 2,000 Polish obcers (then tried to blame it on Hitler). Russians also committed genocide in

Western Ukraine that was under Poland - not the other way around - after they gained control of that territory. Russians are the *** - but

love to point Cngers. Also, the Nationalist movement in the country that is occupied would be a freedom movement, not a Nazi

movement. Ukraine was occupied Crst by Poland, then Germans, then communist Russia. Google "russian communist atrocities" - all

this info, and more, is widely available.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ukraine is run by the Khazarian MaCa and is the head of the globalist snake where they do TONS of money laundering, child trabcking

and lots of other dirty deeds. Putin is NOT a "good guy" but he may be doing the world a HUGE favor by taking out the bio-weapon labs

and giving the globalist Clth big headaches. Maybe he's just playing his part for the NWO, but that's unknown right now. He's not the

one bombing and killing civilians in theaters, the Ukraine army is doing that and blaming him.
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mir7973
Joined On 1/24/2018 8:42:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wow - a person with no brain!
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world consists of strategic areas almost like the center squares of a chess board. Those people that control those central squares

control all the surrounding territory as well. Israel is one such example of centers of activity. The Ukraine is another. Living in areas

such as this is a very big hazard to one's health and those of one's family. There is a long history of murder in those areas. At some

point in time, people in general have to decide whether or not it is worth it living in such areas and dying systematically every few

years. The current situation is likely to carry over into Russia itself. Is it worth the trouble?  I suggest if and when it becomes such a

problem then Russia has to decide that question.

Because the trouble down the road might come home to haunt them big time. One temporary answer is to establish the Ukraine as

neutral territory in which both the United States and Russia take the policy of hands off. The other issue is biological labs that may or

may not be biowarfare. Closing all of them down is the logical thing to do and do it now. I would suggest both countries cooperate in

Cnding the Cnancial source of those labs and prosecute those individuals to whatever it takes to make the closure as permanent as

possible. That means an honest effort on every one's part. Including us!  It also means an end to nationalization.

That is a fancy word for governments stealing other people's property. It also means no nation has the right to do so. If any one

nation's leader continues down such a path, they obviously have to go. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. Ambitious

military action is no longer in the best interests of any nation participating in such action.  Right now, nations doing this are in serious

trouble. With the world wide situation, it may be a very hard time to be one of the people of any such national leadership. The four

horseman of the Bible are symbolic of what all people of all nations may face.
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sue2613
Joined On 6/6/2015 8:25:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article will help rethink the reason for the assassination of Diana.
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lbempress
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:45:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried to post your article on line & Facebook blanked it out, stating it was dangerous. .......Ihought this was on open forum.....silly

me....Lenore Beck
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A perfect companion to Jimmy Dore's video is that of Michael Matt's "God Save Ukraine," which now has many thousands of views, and

without the four letter words, making it suitable to forward to your Christian or Jewish family of friends. A truly great 37-minute video:

remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5899-putin-s-war-bide..
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.theprogressreport.ca/blank_spot_why_chrystia_freeland_s_refusal_to..  On Feb 27 2022, Canadian Deputy Prime Minister

Chrystia Freeland held a scarf bearing the slogan “Slava Ukraini,” meaning “Glory to Ukraine,” with the “Blood and Soil” colors of the

Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) (who collaborated with the Nazi lilarajiva.com/.../natos-  ***-support-ukraines-***/ ..

coat.ncf.ca/.../C-F_6.htm   The last thing Chrystia Freeland and the Liberal government want is any discussion of their close links to

Nazi collaborationists. .. www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2022/02/23/chrystia-freelands-nazi-..
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's BOHDAN Khmelnitskiy , not "Bogdan". "Bogdan" would be the Russian way of pronunciation.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the United States is responsible for the problems in Ukraine, but you will never hear anyone in power admit that. It does not Ct in

with the globalist agenda, and they can not take over the world unless there is a war somewhere. MMC88121
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auggie123
Joined On 11/26/2014 4:12:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Ukraine girls really knock me out, they leave the west behind...could they be the reason for the struggles?
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Putin ought to remember the Cuba crisis in the ‘60s when Russia installed nuclear missiles on America’s doorstep. NATO’s forces were

put on high alert fearing a nuclear conBict. If Russia takes over Ukraine what does he think? Ukraine borders NATO nations, will he

expect those countries to capitulate, and where will it end, Russia expanding over the whole of Europe?
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Joined On 9/9/2014 6:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great to hear the truth as the propaganda war is telling people to stop thinking for themselves.
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Joined On 4/6/2021 4:01:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Out and Out Censorship. No Shame Whatsoever ... wirralinittogether.blog/2022/03/26/out-and-out-censorship-no-shame-wha..
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Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

consortiumnews.com/2022/03/23/pentagon-drops-truth-bombs-to-stave-off-..  This article indicates that the Pentagon is countering

the story we are being told by MSM.
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A thing to keep in mind, our military knows negative wars are better than hot destructive conBicts. History has shown no matter

how mighty a nations military forces can be, twists of fate can lead to unintended consequences. The best laid plans of mice &

men....
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jg2375protonmail.com
Joined On 7/31/2021 8:24:05 AM
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This is why the self-proclaimed Washington elite is spewing a blizzard of lies about Putin and the Russian invasion, to cover their own

sorry rear ends. Germ warfare labs, money under the table, political corruption, the Washington warmongers have done it all. And now

they're using Ukraine to whip up widespread hatred for their favorite traditional enemy, Russia. These ghouls, both Republicans and

Democrats, are insane and will get us all killed if they continue to rule.
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I received this link with this info dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/24/fuelmich-lawyer-arrested-treason-for-exposin..  but also heard that

Reiner is seriously I'll. Does someone know? Thanks.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't know about Reiner, at one point he was remoted in, so he may have been at home for a while. Here's a link to part 1 of their

latest session 97 Open Secrets: brandnewtube.com/watch/sca-session-97-open-secrets-part-i-mar-25-2022_..  - watch/listen,

they start out with a review one of the attorney's in Holland who has now been released. Then they dive into Ed Dowd's report on

American insurance companies...
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

9/11, Malaysian Bight NH17. All those poor innocent souls murdered for $. God help us is all I can say.
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sylwiaewapoczta.onet.pl
Joined On 2/21/2021 4:17:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.netBix.com/pl/title/81094635?s=a&trkid=13747225&t=cp&..
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Atom Bomb testing-The House in the Middle (1954) - YouTube > > > www.youtube.com/watch  > > > Be sure to keep a nice tidy house…
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desdemona120
Joined On 9/21/2010 7:26:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you don't condone Russia bombing innocent children. It doesn't matter what happened in the past. That is unforgivable.
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P.Sue
Joined On 6/27/2006 11:03:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you have to do is read the Bible to Cnd out what is on the horizon: *Gog-Magog War (Ezekiel 38-39) and the Great Tribulation,

Revelation 6-19, i.e. The Great Reset, featuring the Antichrist rule (Revelation 13). *Russia/Ukraine war is paving the way for the

Gog-Magog war. *Jesus is the ONLY WAY OUT. Come to Christ while there is still time! *Rapture (1 Thessalonians 4:14-18) is next,

before the Tribulation.
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chapter 18 in Revelation seems to be the next biblical event.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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I believe it's even more subtil Ambassador & P.Sue, & very biblical: it looks like they're trying to fake its destruction, then men will

receive its spirit in error & proud triumphalism which blinds & is part of the antichrist deception (as Romanism was erroneously

received in the 1st place). It is subtly interwoven in the false versions & co-mingling, confusing the identities of Christ and

antichrist, the bodies, the kingdoms, & endtime things....erasing distinctives as ecumenism apostasy & alliances & abnity

w/pagans grows now, as before with the Jews, Romans 9-11 KJB. And history has again been craftily revised by face-painting,

hair tiring Jezebel; 'disappearing' & working by craft as in the case of Naboth...later Christ.

Ahab going down later. Then profane & idolatrous Jehu, the rod used of God, proving false going down in his own turn....or,

rather, his posterity & sons.  Think of the destruction of the Northern Kingdom, Israel, by the Assyrian; and later little Judah &

Benjamin to the South by the Babylonian. Also the destructions& dispersions of 70, then 135 AD. The true & Cnal destruction

coming later w/ much trying chaos & confusion in the interim. The manifest glory of God in the most holy place of Solomon's

Temple was removed just before the Babylonian conquest judgment of Jerusalem & Judah in Ezekiel 10 KJB.

He who letteth being removed is the corresponding New Testament event (2 Thess 2 KJB).  The antichrist occulted powers &

spirit don't know more than we do, so they have to fake & have a 'story' for every potential manner in which it might play out.

We'll just have to do what Jesus said to do, 'Watch'....and for certain sure, we can't join ourselves in unity with any of these

antichrist entities because they all demand denial of Christ according to the scriptures as the terms for 'joining' amount to free

will choice (key) to accepting rape, theft, & murderous violation of body, soul and spirit all three.  Perilous times have come.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep..another war run ......."Da Jews"..........soon since this needs to a WORLD WAR the USA needs to nose in more "to protect the

American interest$ ""'.......More J--ws controlling more US military ...than Israel will 'Join in" with its massive military , supplied by the

USA <<<>>>>   www.merriam-webster.com/.../world%20war  so on one is  China-Russia....  da other side is Probably USA Israel... etc

etc,,,,,,yawn..... War is ok killing off a few millions....but 5G will be needed to clean out the Billions ,,,,,,, HAVE A Lovely day !!

...................................................................BUT...................................................................................

You must remember the USA has over 900 military bases and UNDER these military basses many have bunkers or even cities....and

since the USA have opening Slaughtered 1/3 of a billions in the wars it has forced including Vietnam m Korea , Japan and 175 more

war like actions,.,,Now its the Death Of The Jewish Pencil USA turn to be bombed into mutalated and pillaged and plundered..... maybe

being Death of Jewish Pencil can ex[;ain more  www.realjewnews.com
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Working for the one world witchcraft antichrist order backed by the god& spirit of the world, the bloody old father of lies wearing many

masks,& not the transcendent Lord of heaven& earth who reveals himself in the preserved& written word of God: the sword that cuts

both ways,& the exposing light of all things true or not: including all those which label themselves 'Christian' whether they truly are or

not. There is no hierarchy in Christ,only Christ all& in all. That error of hierarchy, the pyramidal order that runs by fear of

men,psych-manipulation& blind faith in men came in w/ the corruption in Alexandria going back to the disobedient Jews who dragged

the reluctant Jeremiah there when Babylon overran Judah,& the evolving,cobbled together ancient Egyptian godman Pharoah religion

out from Babel, &Greco-Roman inBuences ending w/ much sensuality, mysticism, force, kabala & gnosticism etc; not the least of

inBuences was Alexander's collection of the writings& knowledge of worldwide craft which was housed there.

The people joined in the later destruction of that thing because of the fear, tyranny, experiments of vivisection& such that were

headed& carried on from there.

The priests& Ptolemies seeking 'common ground' to the retention of their respective contested power created the Egyptian/Greco 'god'

Serapis, the cult of which had a temple of healing at Pergamos: where Satan's seat was, where the Babylonian priesthood Bed at the

fall of Babylon, the so-called MYSTERIES (because it's only for the elite, the rich& powerful, the sorted& initiatied cronies backed by

deceitful devils, cloaked in darkness:occulted) where it partnered w/ the Attalids' power until Attalus III bequeathed the Babylonian

Pontifex Maximus to conquering Julius Caesar.

That's what the struggle between the Ptolemy, Cleopatra w/ Rome, she seeking to be 'the woman/goddess' to the 'Maximus head', was

about,1st w/ Julius Caesar, then Mark Antony. They lost& Octavian, took the antichrist empire crown.
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2) The antichrist powers& backing spirit always seek to insinuate themselves, inCltrating, taking& using any to their power&

agenda that they can,& after the resurrection & ascension of Christ, his commandment to the people of God to take out the hope

of salvation& redemption, just forgiveness of sin before God who is faithful & true, holy, holy, holy...& perfect in justice& mercy,

who offered himself, subcient& just sacriCce, to pay the price, buying them back from the bondage of sin, death& damnation

which that serpent more subtil than any beast of the Celd which the LORD God had made had tempted men into; to

inCltrate&corrupt that body.

Lucifer, the fallen angelic cherubic beast become Satan due to self-corruption, iniquity being found in him, had been cast from

the most holy place of heaven, cast down from his position as the covering cherub over the throne of God, harboring great

bitterness, rebellion, ambition& deceit working thru the beast, the serpent. Ezekiel 28, Isaiah 14, Genesis 3 KJB.

His ambition is always to usurp the place of truth&God,the Creator, Savior& Judge/King...the Godhead in whose image men are

created w/ body, soul& spirit;& to receive worship due only to him. He is the father of lies,& king over all the children of pride. Jn

8& Job 41 KJB. He brings seducing deception, bondage, corruption& death; impure& corrupt 'light',& seeks to erase all truth,

distinctions& boundaries, law, merging all in chaos& confusion. He wears many masks, inhabits all the truth-rejecting, relativist

& spiritist world religions,& every idol that men set up in their hearts& pursue in the place of God& truth.

He knows not love, but only possession to use, being wholy self-consumed,self-serving,self-justifying in lies. He is the Accuser

of the brethren,Mammon,Leviathan, the Serpent, the Dragon, the false light of all idolatry& he brings doubt, slanders God,

&promises to men divinity which he cannot deliver, being but a creature,& a fallen one at that,himself
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3) Part of his erasure of boundaries,lawlessness,& illegitimate union is fornication marring/corrupting the evident picture of the

body of God's people promised to God, which was also pictured, evidenced, in the creation of the man& then woman taken from

the body of man by God. The woman is the evidence& type of all religion, its faith either anchored via conscientious free will

choice, the true Light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world, in God's truth, to be born anew by the grace&power of

God; or to remain in sin, rejecting evident truth& conscience, w/ the 3rd witness the testimony& scriptures, to the reception

Satan's lies. Rebecca was given choice whether to enter into marriage w/ Isaac, the son of promise (not by merit,but by the Rock

of Abraham's faith).

Since the redemption was achieved via the sacriCce, resurrection& ascension paying the price,& breaking the power of death&

the curse, whosoever will receive it in faith believing to the new birth of God: that body, w/ all of its individual& distinct

members, is then sealed in that promise of abance& inheritance,& exclusively to God who is holy,holy,holy:the Faithful& True.

It's also a transfer& adoption:from citizenship in 1 kingdom to another, adoption from 1 family to another. This is what the

doctrine of marriage evidences,& why it is so attacked by truth-denying& proud antichrist corruptors& revisionists.

Spiritual fornication is receiving any spirit in place of his evidenced& conscientiously known Spirit of truth, revealed further in

the word of God,his written will& testament, the preserved scriptures, the oracles of God which were entrusted to the Jews

(hence Satan's,& those in thrall to that spirit's,great& irrational hatred of that nation&word). They were chosen because of the

fathers& the faith of Abraham (which was in God& his words, his promises), not because they were a greater people or immune

to sin corporately or individually. Hardly. See Moses& Romans, Hebrews, KJB
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4) John 1 & Ephesians KJB also lay this most ancient truth out which Lucifer-Satan, from the beginning, & those w/ & following

his spirit of lies,death&destruction has sought to corrupt, making it the end of man,& eternal union w/ them& their spirit,

different from what they were created to be. But the will of God is good will toward men created in his image, he not willing that

any should perish. Luke 2&2 Peter 3 KJB. Men, as the devil before them, corrupt themselves by choosing sin. Sin is an option

because truth& choice are real, not because there is sin in God who is absolutely pure, holy, holy, holy, above& separate from all

sin& corruption,the Creation.

He is the unshadowed light,the bow evidencing his provision of mercy& grace for whosoever chooses it. Genesis 6 was a

Luciferian-Satanic attack to corrupt,& the practices of corrupt union were springing back up post-Flood judgment as men&

women worshipped the corrupt, hybrid ancestors& sought devilish& lying spirits, w/ their corrupted 'light': literally,&

analogously:the type of knowledge, of science or gnosis (the double-entendre 'G' of all the Satanic occulted systems, powers &

craft).  There is the true light of Christ, Creator, Savior & Judge/King (John 1, Hebrews 1, one with the Father John 8,Gen2&11

'us', the Godhead; & Exodus 3 KJB),& the false, corrupt light of Lucifer-Satan.

'Science falsely so-called' isn't new: its the philosophy, tradition& religion of the spirit of antichrist& has been since

self-corruption iniquity was found in the covering cherub, Lucifer, who became something other than he was created to be, & a

lie, the father of it. (Ezekiel 28, John 8, Acts 19, 1 Tim 6 KJB) Always corrupt, linked w/merchandising&gain, force,rods of

illegitimate authority which to the corrupt becomes the phallic/feminine fornication 'salvation'&'secret'. The fallen&corrupted

Baming spirit, false angels of light (Hebrews 1, 2 Cor 11 KJB).  Post-Flood men were again choosing the lie&false light/science
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5) ...on the plains of Shinar, at Babel: Babylon. The Godhead confounded that false merging union & order, & distributed the risk

by confounding their language by families which then went out to populate & replenish the world. The Jews were given the

oracles, the true prophets of God, the written testimony, the scriptures....which came w/ great privilege, but also terrible

responsibility, & trying false prophets/proCts mixed in. Other nations valued& kept the knowledge of God, despised & lost it,

keeping & rejecting in various degrees as they went out. Kernels of truth are found in most all their traditions because of the

grace of God, the common source, evident truth & conscience, but men are corrupt & corruptible; & they have a formidable,

seductive spiritual enemy.

Daniel witnessed the judgment of God's chosen, the Jews of Judah, the southern kingdom by Babylon, when they apostasized

to join themselves spiritually w/ nations & their antichrist& Luciferian/Satanic spirits...the Baals or Baalim& the Ashtoreths,&

corrupt beast-fallen angelic-hybrid things which their idols represented, occulting the spirits& orders of craft behind them...their

stars of Remphan&Chiun of the sons of God/daughters of men corruption Gen 6&following. The northern, earlier corrupted

system, having been judged previously by the Assyrian, Gog associated w/Reuben a part of that & dispersed,tho some returned

to Samaria.

Daniel then lived thru the days when the antichrist beast empire headship was contested,won,lost, passed on amongst the

major of the antichrist powers. Dan 2 gives the overall scope of those empires in history, the 2 legs of Rome, West & East, the

4th & last; & w/a further corruption of iron&clay in the 10 toes of the idol yet to come: days of Noe, days of Lot in the words of

Christ; also Rev17&18 KJB. The corruption, fornicating union, illegit co-mingling&merging of this age& sinful& adulterous

generation will be judged in her turn: Romans9-11 KJB also warning.
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6) The manifest glory of God was removed from the most holy in the Temple of Solomon, taken by God's faithful cherubs, just

before the judgment of Jerusalem by Babylon. Ezekiel 10 KJB. It never returned, tho the Lord permitted the Jews to return, & a

2nd temple to be built under the direction of Nehemiah & Ezra, a faithful, beleaguered remnant returned to the Land. That

temple later adorned by Herod, the Idumean prostituted to Rome, & it & the system of sacriCce which Christ fulClled, rejected by

the majority of the Jews, and Jerusalem were destroyed by the Roman Titus in 70 AD, w/ a 2nd devastating defeat by the

Roman emperor, antichrist head, Hadrian in 135 AD.

 The glory now resides in vessels of clay, who are commissioned to take God's word, truth & saving, redeeming promise...the

Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures to all the world, to whosoever will receive it: to be freely offered,

freely received, beginning in Jerusalem, then to Judea& Samaria, then the uttermost parts of the earth.

Within the body taking it there is neither Jew nor Greek/Gentile,but Christ all & in all; while in the world are 3 distinct groups:

that body united in & under Christ,& the Jews & Gentiles of the nations. Not discerned or sorted by the shallow visible skin

color,but choice. Satan fakes& has a counterfeit of everything tho,& men are corruptible.  The Bible teaches that he who letteth

will be removed before the judgment of God falls upon the nations refusing to love the truth that they might be saved,& it speaks

of both a dead church 'of the people', Laodicea,& a crowning harlot corruption called MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, MOTHER

OF HARLOTS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH who is marked by her seat upon the 7 mountains,the purple& scarlet, being

decked w/ gold& precious stones& pearls; & who is drunk on the blood of the saints, holding a golden cup in her hand full of

abominations& the Clthiness of her fornication:riding the beast, reigning over kings
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7 ...Much could happen before that Cnal & no Christian is exempt from persecution or tribulation. Jesus brings peace w/ God,

but only w/ men as far as men allow, & that sorted by their spiritual faith anchored to truth or lies. He said we should think not

that he came to bring peace, but division, because truth divides& not all men will receive it, receiving the spirit of lies instead.

Now it's by faith& not yet seen, fully manifested, but in coming times the spiritual warfare will be visible,& the sons of God, true&

false, aspects of it will break out into the visible during the time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30 KJB)&Daniel's 70th week(Dan

9-12 KJB), men's hearts failing them for fear,& looking upon the things coming on the earth.

Hints of a repeat of Genesis 6, the 'ancient alien', 'ancient wisdom' pantheisms, panentheisms & science detached from truth&

corrupted, falsely so-called, & lying spirits setting the stage w/much marked by the serpent, as the crozier, the triple crown of

papacy, the $, & world's medical symbols as Pergamum. What we do know is that from Julius Caesar, the Pontifex Maximus

passed to Octavian, coming down in a bloody trail of pride, struggle & betrayal to the contested Constantine I who made a 'deal'

w/ Augustine of Hippo, who had no biblical testimony of salvation& new birth, but only experience; & w/ a history of corruption

w/ antichrist Babylonian philosophy& tradition out from corrupt Clement& Origen of Alexandria...'harmonizing' w/ the pagan

Babylonish order, then& now seated in Rome even as the Jews co-mingled& apostasized w/ such corrupt light&spiritual

fornication before: of Canaan, Egypt& Babylon: & the blood began to Bow, Bowing in Jesus' name falsely, & under the corrupted,

bloody, twisted symbol of the cross & its ancient Satanic corruptions of the truth out from Babel & up thru Egypt, Greece& Rome
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bloody, twisted symbol of the cross & its ancient Satanic corruptions of the truth out from Babel & up thru Egypt, Greece& Rome

w/ byroads thru the Scythians, Medes & the Persians who joined w/them in worldly& antichrist coalition.
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8) The fornicating spiritual/political thing Augustine& Constantine worked out further apostasized until the power of Pontifex

Emperor & genius (guiding light, spirit) of the Emperor Godman statecraft& that of MYSTERY priestcraft merged in the so-called

bishop of Rome title passed on from man to man chosen by the occulted craft. The Arian/Aryanism ascending to godhood&

highest ascended ideal of men's idolatries& spiritual fornications, 'harmonized' w/ truth& corrupting it even further. The corrupt

thing in Rome absorbed the teaching of all the world's craft via the Franciscans, Dominicans& the most subtle& bloodiest of all:

the Jesuits. Loyola was a master,& his Jesuit disciples initiated into the mysteries utterly give over their will&choice to that

entity& its head.

They took& transformed the Masons thru Weisthaupt& his 'Les Perfectibles'; & absorbed& made concordat w/the way of the

Dragon & Sun Tzu; as well as all the shamanic occult orders East&West: the only change in such despotic,occulted pyramidal

orders is submission to the head of all craft, the woman&beast of Rome. Even Blavatsky learned that late, but she knew it in the

end. Besant&their Krishnamurti. Crowley. All attach back to that spirit&body. Now we have the craft dialectic, black pope Jesuit

& white pope in one w/ Francis who evolved the tradition, signaling the end of the 'war' within Rome, for antichrist power, not

truth; the 'merging/union/fornication' imminent.

Francis, Jorge Mario Bergoglio, who came in his own name, so addressing the UN world government body,& publishing the 2020

Vatican yearbook in his name&w/o the traditional blasphemy of the Godhead title adding to 666, Vicarius Filii Dei, removed.

Vicarius: instead of, in the place of; Filii: Son; Dei: God. Anti: instead of, in place of, against; Christ. Francis not the last, just

another holding the 'position', a placeholder, & marked as such as the occult brotherhood watches the 'signs'(2020, get it?).

Follow no man or spirit blindly.
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9) The US was meant to be the new antichrist & Luciferian order by the likes of occult Francis Bacon & the related Jesuits...but

God hindered that for a time due to how their Constitutional Convention was hindered by the Bill of Rights. All of that came

about through the inBuence of God's word puriCed & restored to the people, the KJB, & faithful men of God in strategic places.

There were many attacks by the empire& occulted powers to seize it back entirely: the War of 1812; the Napoleonic extensions

of the Mexican& Spanish War; the subtle Civil War agitated& Cnanced by Rome when biblical evangelicals were advancing&

eradicating chattel slavery on biblical grounds, cutting into both Rome's& Augustinian Manifest Destiny & doubleminded

'Kingdom' types power& proCt having little to nothing to do w/ the word of God or Christ according to the scriptures save to

'disappear', corrupt, wrest & misrepresent them even as Jannes & Jambres.

Lincoln was assassinated when he wanted to promote reconciliation rather than rape of the South, knowing that most

Southerners fought not even owning slaves as the big dominionist Catholic& Anglican/high church landowners...but rather as

States' rights& anti-federalists, anti-centralization, anti-catholicization of powers.

That doesn't make as much money for the 'cronies' prostituted to the various world powers, whether they wear a self-proclaimed

'Christian' label or no.....Ukraine/Russia both do, so did the other slaveholding powers, along w/ their sister despotic allies in the

Islamic& spiritist shamanic& Eastern caste despotic regimes who did not.

That ended in 1913 in the US w/ the establishment of the Fed, the occulted global corporatist powers & their treacherous

American counterparts directing via the occult power structures & brotherhoods all linking back to Mystery, Babylon the Great.

Are there also Jews in concordat& service to her? Well certainly& surely, the Rothschild's were always Vatican bankers. That's

not why ...
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10.... either they, or the United States are so hated, along w/ King James, the UK& . The hindering biblical inBuences there cause

the hate, even held by a minority as its always been. The Ukraine has also been such a contested territory, & so, too, parts of

Russia. They had God's word in their own vernacular tongue,& there were always factions there contesting both the Latin& the

Greek corruptions& false systems of claimed authority over it in Rome& Constantinople. Cyrillic testiCes to that, tho they wrest

his history even as they do George Washington& so many so-called 'saints', like their re-making of adult believer baptizing

Padraig, 'Saint Patrick'.

The Latin's contested Cyril& Methodius giving the people of Greater Moravia the word of God in their own tongue,exposing

Rome's errors, corruptions& illegit authority: & Cyril& Methodius, like John Hus much later, trusted their sincerity& promise of

safe passage to a meeting in Rome; Hus at Constance. But the snakes at the core& upper ranks of Rome lie like the master they

serve:taquiya& mental assent.

Cyril mysteriously 'sickened& died' in Rome. Methodius 'saw the light', was allowed to return to Greater Moravia where he

labored amongst the slavs (they were so frequently enslaved by the warring western& eastern tribes: pagan& otherwise, that

their names became the root etymology of 'slave' in the catch-all of English),careful to kowtow to the Latins. The faith spread

amongst all the slavic peoples,& Rome has ever agitated& fomented troubles there, as everywhere else she sends her craft to

make concordat w/ the occult craft of other nations,& subsuming them by craft& force.

Not reason, the word & truth. It is her characteristic mark to be so, & her marking inBuences are ALL OVER both dialectic crafted

'sides' of this thing.  America's just the last to be used parasitically& prostituted by that thing. Before them: Italy, Greece, France,

Great Britain, Germany etc:all having Jn8 freedom offered,2pet2 fake chosen
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burnz1
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All your references are sketchy at best and highly fraudulent which makes your rant useless. your posts should be removed as spam!

mediabiasfactcheck.com/global-research  www.cbc.ca/news/science/russian-disinformation-global-research-website..

 adfontesmedia.com/epoch-times-bias-and-reliability  - (falun gong cult owned and pro trump, pro ignorance click-bait)

www.allsides.com/.../national-pulse-media-bias    mediabiasfactcheck.com/the-national-pulse

 mediabiasfactcheck.com/rair-foundation-usa       www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/06/12/unmasked-anti-muslim-troll-amy-..  -

RAIR stands for Resistance Against Islamic Radicals.

designated as a hate group. www.factcheck.org/2017/07/websites-post-fake-satirical-stories/  -En-volve.com has this disclaimer on

its “Website Terms of Use” page: “The information presented on or through the Website is made available solely for general

information and entertainment purposes.

We do not warrant the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of this information. Any reliance you place on such information is strictly

at your own risk. We disclaim all liability and responsibility arising from any reliance placed on such materials by you or any other

visitor to the Website, or by anyone who may be informed of any of its contents.” The site is registered through 1&1 Internet, a

company that hides the identity and location of the owner of the website.
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What"s " *** "? just spell it out. Your reference below is garbage - adfontesmedia.com/before-its-news-bias-and-reliability    This site is

extreme far right, unreliable, and inaccurate / fake.
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MizzBee13
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This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

Comment does not pertain to the topic of the article or does not provide value or insight to the discussion.

 

prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, we went from using broccoli and turmeric to Cght cancer and inBammation, and are now going full on cult mode backing foreign

state run media.
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